Synonymous codons influencing gene expression in organisms
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Abstract: Nowadays, it is beyond doubt that synonymous codons are not the same with respect to expression of a gene. In favor of this, ribosome profiling experiments in vivo and in vitro have suggested that ribosome occupancy time is not the same for different synonymous codons. Therefore, synonymous codons influence differently the speed of translation elongation, which guides further cotranslational folding kinetics of a protein. It is now realized that the position of each codon in a coding sequence is important. The effect of synonymous codons on protein structure is an exciting field of research nowadays. This review discusses the recent developments in this field.
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Introduction

In the standard genetic code table, of the 64 triplets or codons, 61 codons correspond to the 20 amino acids. While Met and Trp are encoded by one codon each, the other 18 amino acids are encoded by two to six different codons. This is called codon degeneracy. Different codons that encode the same amino acid are known as synonymous codons. Even though synonymous codons encode the same amino acid, it has been shown for all organisms that the distribution of these codons in a genome is not random. Certain synonymous codons are preferred over other synonymous codons, leading to different frequencies of occurrence of synonymous codons within a genome. This phenomenon has been termed as codon usage bias.¹,²

Codon usage bias is observed in genomes of all organisms including viruses.¹⁻⁶ Hence, there has been a long-standing interest among biologists to understand the evolutionary significance of this phenomenon. During the 1980s and 1990s, comparative analysis among coding sequences at both intragenomic and intergenomic levels supported the role of both selection and mutation in codon usage bias phenomenon.⁷⁻¹⁷ In these periods, much attention was paid toward understanding the relation between codon usage bias and gene expression in organisms.⁸⁻¹⁰,¹²⁻¹⁷ Scientists were keen to find out the contributions from genome composition,¹¹ gene expression,⁸⁻¹⁰ and transfer RNA (tRNA) gene copy number¹⁰,¹⁴ toward codon usage bias in a genome.

During the last decade, several articles have been published that suggests the impact of synonymous changes or single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in coding sequences on gene function and the structure of the coded protein.²⁰,²¹ In fact,
synonymous SNPs have been linked to different diseases in human, which has increased the research impact in this field.\textsuperscript{20} This is an unbelievable discovery, which has now changed our earlier perception regarding the physical location of synonymous codons along a gene sequence. There may be selection along the entire coding sequence for determining the synonymous codon and the position in a gene for proper expression of genes in organisms.\textsuperscript{22}

Figure 1 outlines how a single nucleotide substitution in a coding sequence may influence gene function without affecting amino acid sequence of a protein. A codon is a sequence of three nucleotides in messenger RNA (mRNA) that are read simultaneously by the anticodon sequence of tRNA within a ribosome during translation. Apart from translation, the sequence of nucleotides in codons also has impact on the structure and stability of mRNA that is important for the expression level of a gene.\textsuperscript{23,24} Therefore, the impact of different synonymous codons at a specific locus on mRNA structure and stability may not be the same. Further, the efficiency of decoding of different synonymous codons by anticodons might not be the same by virtue of being different in their nucleotide sequences. Apart from this, the association rate of ternary complex formation between an anticodon, the A-site of ribosome, and the mRNA may be dissimilar for different synonymous codons.\textsuperscript{25} In addition, the impact of codon context during translation\textsuperscript{26} and the effect of certain sequences in mRNA on ribosome movement during translation\textsuperscript{27} are attributes of synonymous codons. Therefore, synonymous codons can influence gene expression at both the posttranscriptional and translational levels.

There are several ways of removing defective mRNA to prevent formation of defective proteins containing aberrant sequences, and recent studies clearly indicated that removal of mRNA variants due to synonymous substitutions can also add an additional layer of quality control during cotranslation protein folding process. In eukaryotes, three major mechanisms of mRNA surveillance are operational, which are nonsense-mediated mRNA decay found in all eukaryotes that senses and degrades transcripts that contain premature stop codons,\textsuperscript{28,29} nonstop mRNA decay activation when the ribosome reaches 3′-end of the mRNA molecule without encountering a stop codon,\textsuperscript{30} Cotranslational quality control is also activated when ribosome stalled abnormally. This is known as no-go mRNA decay. Thus, mRNA structural features, such as stable secondary structure and slower translational elongation, contribute directly to a range of abnormalities resulting in low translation efficiency, mediated by codon usage.\textsuperscript{31}

One of the recent studies demonstrated that variations in mRNA secondary structure surprisingly affect posttranslational modifications due to difference in translation speed. This is another level of protein regulation that is believed to be unrelated with the RNA-level regulation. Recently, it was shown for actins whose posttranslational arginylation is regulated by translation speed.\textsuperscript{32}

The most intriguing effect of nonsynonymous substitution is probably alteration of target site for microRNA binding that may be implicated in disease development. One such example is synonymous polymorphism in the human IRGM gene that affects the binding site for miR-196 and leads to tissuespecific deregulation of the IRGM-dependent xenophagy that causes a predisposition to Crohn’ s disease.\textsuperscript{33–35}

Similarly, RNA splicing is an important component for maintenance of several essential cellular functions in eukaryotes. Zafrir and Tuller showed that pre-mRNA folding is weak in both intronic donor and acceptor sites, which correlates with splicing efficiency. Thus, it may be assumed that any synonymous change that promotes mRNA secondary structure around these regions would impact splicing and adversely affect the protein production.\textsuperscript{36}

Several review articles have described the influence of synonymous codons on gene expression.\textsuperscript{34–37} In this review, we give an account of the recent evidences from ribosome profiling, in vivo translation, and heterologous expression experiments on the influence of synonymous codons on gene expression.
Folding energy landscape, cotranslational folding, and role of ribosome

In his famous in vitro experiment, Anfinsen\(^4\) (in 1973) observed the successful refolding of an unfolded ribonuclease A (RNase A). The experimental observation led him to propose that the three-dimensional structure of a protein is solely dependent upon its primary structure, which is nothing but the amino acid sequence of the protein. This theory as proposed by Anfinsen not only explained the puzzle behind protein structure but also suggested that synonymous codons in a gene sequence are redundant with respect to protein structure and function. Subsequent studies proposed many protein folding model such as “framework model”, “nucleation-condensation model”, and “hydrophobic collapse model”.

The more recent idea that gains popularity is “energy landscape theory” that describes the idea of folding funnels followed by a nascent polypeptide chain from its random coil to the globular form. According to this theory, a protein can fold via multiple routes going downhill rather than through a single pathway. The ground state of the folded protein is assumed to be composed of several degenerate states, and the energy of the protein is thought to be a function of the topological arrangement of the atoms. Thus, the protein sequences have been selected in evolution to assist folding by choosing residues that stabilize the final folded structure. This choice creates the funnel-shaped protein energy landscape and helps the proteins to fold on a biologically relevant timescale.\(^42\)

The major question is how cotranslational folding of polypeptides on the ribosome modulates the free-energy landscape of folding. The relatively slower rate of translation (\(\sim 4–20\) amino acids s\(^{-1}\)) makes the partially folded nascent chains aggregation prone. Furthermore, many nonnative interactions with the highly charged ribosomal surface also delay the folding process during vectorial synthesis of polypeptide chains allowing more time to partially folded states to aggregate. Under these circumstances, ribosome-bound chaperones are believed to interact cotranslationally with the nascent chains to avoid premature folding and misfolding and preserve the nascent chain in a nonaggregated, folding-competent state. The problem is acute for multidomain proteins that undergo domain-wise cotranslational folding and emerge sequentially from the ribosome. Thus, ribosome-bound chaperones protect them from nonnative interdomain contacts, hence smoothing the folding energy landscape for large proteins. Any synonymous substitutions that either slow down or speed up the cotranslational folding process due to differential ribosomal speed will presumably experience perturbed interactions between nascent aggregation-prone polypeptide with folding machinery. Thus, the overall concentration of misfolded proteins may increase within the cytosol triggering unfolded protein response and ubiquitination leading to protein degradation. Additionally, translation pausing at rare codon may fine-tune the cotranslational folding process that is highly optimized through evolution, ensuring proficient folding for the majority of newly synthesized proteins.\(^43,44\)

**Synonymous changes are not redundant: synonymous changes influence protein structure and function**

The observations of codon usage bias difference between the high-expression gene and low-expression genes in genomes were perceived as translational selection on synonymous codons for gene expression.\(^45,46\) Synonymous codons that were more abundant in the high-expression genes than the low-expression genes were called as preferred or optimal codons.\(^47,48\) Similarly, the reverse was named as nonoptimal codons. It was hypothesized that the decoding of these optimal codons are faster than the nonoptimal codons for which the former types are enriched in the high-expression genes.\(^49,50\) Therefore, during the 1980s and 1990s, much emphasis was given to the study of the relation between codon usage bias and gene expression. Thus, the research in these periods was mainly aimed to understand the optimal codons in organisms,\(^51,52\) to develop different measures to quantify codon usage bias,\(^53,54\) and also to predict gene expression from these values in different genomes.\(^18,53,54\) As more genome sequences were available in the beginning of the 21st century, later scientists could relate growth rate\(^56,57\) and lifestyle of organisms\(^58\) with genome-level selection on codon usage bias. Still, there was no clear experimental demonstration to give a mechanistic explanation of differential codon functions that were speculated for the high-expression genes.

During the 1990s, it was experimentally confirmed that many proteins fold during their synthesis,\(^57,58\) termed as cotranslational protein folding. The discovery of cotranslational protein folding and its relation with translational kinetics stimulated scientists to rethink the role of synonymous mutations on the functions of a protein, which were not investigated previously. In 2007, in a remarkable study, Kimchi-Sarfaty et al\(^59\) reported the impact of the synonymous SNP in the multidrug resistance 1 (MDR1) gene product P-glycoprotein with respect to altered drug and inhibitor concentrations. The authors clearly demonstrated that the impact of the synonymous SNP was due to the anomaly in
the protein structure and not due to any abnormality of the mRNA expression and stability, which perceived to be the role of synonymous mutation impact on gene function. Unlike the earlier views regarding the role of synonymous mutation on gene function, in this review, the hypothesis was given that the synonymous change that resulted into a rare synonymous codon where the translation kinetic was slow is likely to have an impact of protein structure. As synthesis of the protein is slower due to the rare codon, it has likely influenced the cotranslational folding rate of the nascent protein, which in turn affected the proper folding of the mature protein. So the translation kinetics is important for protein folding, and the rate of translation is not the same for all synonymous codons (Figure 2).\textsuperscript{60,61} This discovery was a paradigm shift for the scientists in the way synonymous mutations were perceived in genes in terms of protein structure and function. Now, several different synonymous mutations of several genes are known to be related to human diseases that affect the protein structure and function.\textsuperscript{20,21}

If synonymous mutations are not the same, heterologous expression of a gene with synonymous mutations is likely to produce proteins of variable structure and activities. Kudla et al⁵² did an experiment to express the same green fluorescent protein but with different synonymous sites in Escherichia coli. They constructed a synthetic library of 154 genes that varied randomly at synonymous sites but are the same with respect to their coded protein sequence. The amount of green fluorescent protein produced from different constructs in E. coli strains was variable. The authors concluded that the synonymous changes are not redundant.

The following two experiments demonstrated that influence of synonymous codons is more due to difference in speed of translation rather than the accuracy. The argument is that if there will be difference in speed of translation, then both lower and higher speed of decoding will be important.

**Discrepancy among synonymous codons with respect to translation speed: evidence from ribosome profiling experiments**

How synonymous variation can influence protein structure and function? There are two mechanistic views regarding the difference among synonymous codons. One school of thoughts support that synonymous codons are different from each other with respect to the speed of decoding a codon. This view argues that the optimal codons are decoded faster than the nonoptimal codons.⁶⁰,⁶¹ As high-expression genes are needed to be translated rapidly, these codons occur more frequently in these genes to favor the high abundance of these proteins. The other schools of thought support that synonymous codons are different with respect to accuracy of translation.⁶⁴ Some codons are more prone to misincorporation of an amino acid, and these codons are avoided in the high-expression genes. So arguing from the point of accuracy, it can be said that synonymous codon-induced malfunction of a protein might be due to mistranslation-induced misfolding.⁶⁵ Till date, no protein has been sequenced individually to find out if the malfunction of the protein is due to misincorporation of the amino acid or not. So both speed and accuracy can be argued to affect the protein structure due to synonymous change.

The following two experiments demonstrated that influence of synonymous codons is more due to difference in speed of translation rather than the accuracy. The argument is that if there will be difference in speed of translation, then both lower and higher speed of decoding will be important.

![Figure 2](image-url) Relation between codon usage bias, speed of ribosome on mRNA, and protein folding kinetics.

**Abbreviation:** mRNA, messenger RNA.
for protein folding depending upon its folding kinetics. In that case, changing optimal codon to nonoptimal codon or the vice versa will affect protein function since the rate of decoding of two synonymous codons is different. But in case of accuracy, the protein function will only be affected by changing optimal to nonoptimal but not the reverse. An elegant experiment was done in *Neurospora crassa*. In this fungus, *frq* gene controls the circadian clock function and exhibits nonoptimal codon usage. The changing of the nonoptimal codon to optimal codon in *frq* gene increased the expression level of Frq as expected but led to defects in folding of this protein and affected the circadian clock. So in this fungus, the nonoptimal codons have been selected in *frq* gene for proper structure and function of the protein. Similarly, the *kaiB* and *kaiC* genes in the cold-adapted cyanobacterium *Synechococcus elongatus* are also enriched in nonoptimal codons. In this organism, *kaiB* and *kaiC* genes are critical for regulation of circadian rhythms, and codon optimization increased the protein levels of KaiB and KaiC but disturbed the circadian rhythm in the cyanobacterium. These two experiments supported the notion that synonymous codons are indeed different with regard to the speed of translation elongation.

It is equally important to demonstrate that the speed of translation for optimal codons is faster than the nonoptimal codon in an organism. Very recently, Yu et al conducted an in vitro translation experiment, which demonstrated that optimal codons are indeed translated faster than nonoptimal codons. They studied translation kinetics of fire fly luciferase gene (*luc* gene) in the cell-free extract of *N. crassa* and of yeast. The *luc* gene constructs they used were the wild type from fire fly, optimized with synonymous optimal codons of *N. crassa* and de-optimized with nonoptimal synonymous codons of *N. crassa*. When translation was done in *N. crassa* cell-free translation system, the protein folded to produce the fluorescence earliest in case of the optimized construct. This indicated that the completion of the translation was fastest in case of optimized construct. The fluorescence was observed to be slowest in case of the de-optimized construct, indicating that the translation was the slowest. The observed difference in fluorescence timing between the different constructs was not due to any influence of mRNA secondary structure, which was eliminated by performing translation after substituting first ten codons of optimal mRNA construct with wild-type sequence and the same difference in time of fluorescence appearance was observed. The difference in the timing of fluorescence between the different gene constructs was not due to any influence of mRNA secondary structure because the possibility of formation of mRNA secondary structures was ruled out by doing translation using additional constructs from different regions of the gene, namely, N-terminal (2–223) and middle region (223–423). The sooner appearance of fluorescence signal for optimized codon constructs than the WT construct undoubtedly indicated that the difference in elongation rate is due to cumulative codon usage, not due to change in mRNA structure. Yu et al also did 35S labeling experiment to confirm that optimal codons are translated faster than the nonoptimal codons.

Mechanistically, faster rate of translation in case of optimal codons suggests that decoding of these codons occurs faster in translation inside ribosome than that of nonoptimal codons. Subsequently, the ribosome retention time during translation of the optimal codons will be shorter than that of the nonoptimal codons. Ribosome profiling is an elegant technique to map ribosome-bound mRNA in a cell. This is an emerging technique to study dynamics of ribosome on mRNA during translation. The technique uses deep sequencing of that part of mRNA that is protected by the ribosome. The underlying principle is that a translating ribosome protects 28–30 nucleotides of the transcript during translation from nuclease digestion by shielding this region. These protected fragments or “footprints” indicate the exact position of the ribosomes on the mRNA. A footprint is roughly centered on the A-site of the ribosome. Now, as said earlier, optimal codons are assumed to be translated faster than nonoptimal ones due to abundance of its cognate tRNAs. Therefore, ribosome should take a longer time on encountering a nonoptimal codon at the A-site. Hence, footprints generated from ribosomes at nonoptimal codons should be greater in number than those generated from ribosomes at optimal codons.

In order to probe this phenomenon, in vivo translational speeds for all sense codons from *Saccharomyces cerevisiae* were analyzed using genome-wide ribosome profiling data. Similar translational speeds among synonymous codons were found, suggesting that preferentially used codons in highly expressed proteins are not translated faster than nonpreferred ones. The finding in this study did not support the notion that ribosome occupancy is more in the nonoptimal codon than optimal codons. It is pertinent to note that there are several limitations of the ribosome profiling experiment of which noise is the most important.

Yu et al further did in vivo and in vitro experiments exploiting ribosome profiling, and their data clearly showed higher ribosome occupancy around the nonoptimal codons and lower ribosome occupancy around the optimal codons. This experiment unequivocally proved that the speed of translation elongation due to optimal codons is higher than that due to nonoptimal codons. In this pioneering study, Yu et al also
brought a new revolution in ribosome profiling experiment: profiling of reporters in translationally active *N. crassa* and *S. cerevisiae* (yeast) lysates. The above-mentioned study thus clearly showed that the choice of codon has a profound effect on both protein expression and folding, and the genetic code may influence more processes in the cell beyond translation.

**Translation kinetics guides cotranslational protein folding**

If synonymous codons differentially influence the translational kinetics, which further guides cotranslational protein folding, it may be possible that two coding sequences different in synonymous sites may produce proteins that are structurally distinct. Though all the previous experiments were suggestive of this, experimental evidences demonstrating variation in cotranslation folding due to translation kinetics in a time-resolved manner were lacking. Very recently, Buhr et al. demonstrated how synonymous codons guide the real kinetics of translation and cotranslational folding. They analyzed the in vivo expression of bovine eye lens protein gamma B crystallin in *E. coli* cells and the in vitro translation system of *E. coli*. They monitored the kinetics of synthesis and cotranslational folding of the protein in real time by fluorescence and Foster resonance energy transfer. Buhr et al. used an alternative optimization strategy, where the expression of original unoptimized *Bos taurus* sequence (here, U) was compared with that of a “harmonized” variant (here, H). Harmonization is optimizing translation by using those synonymous codons that have the most similar usage frequencies in the native and the host organisms. Harmonization of gamma B crystallin resulted in codon usage profile more similar to native *B. taurus* than the original unoptimized *B. taurus* sequence as well as increase in the number of optimal codons in *E. coli*. In *E. coli*, expression of the H variant yielded ~1.5–1.6 times more full-length protein than expression of the U variant, despite identical mRNA levels. Expression of the H variant also yielded more soluble protein and fewer truncated peptides compared to expression of the U variant. Western blotting followed by mass spectrometry analysis established the fact that the products of the two variants have different degradation patterns, thereby suggesting adoption of different conformations. Most notably, the amino acid sequences were found to be identical. Gamma B crystallin contains seven cysteines, six of which are located in the N-terminal domain (NTD). They also found that the two variants differ with respect to the oxidation state of cysteine residues in the NTD. The oxidation state of at least two cysteine residues within the NTD is a major cause of overall structural changes. It is often observed that when a protein is expressed in a heterologous system, it either folds differently forming insoluble aggregates or in few occasions even if they are soluble, the underlying mechanism was not demonstrated till Buhr et al. proved it in this study. Another exciting finding of this study is that from the same mRNA sequence, proteins of different conformations are formed.

Then they used BOF and BOP (Bodipy FL and Bodipy 567/589, respectively) to assay translation kinetics as well as folding of the nascent polypeptide chains using *E. coli* translation system in vitro. They observed that the protein from the H-mRNA was translated faster as well as folded faster (43 seconds) than that of the U-mRNA (57 seconds). Also, more translational pauses were found to occur in case of synthesis of NTD of U variant as compared to the H variant, thereby indicating abundance of rare codons in the corresponding region of U-mRNA. These findings were further supported from the protease digestion of the proteins.

To summarize, this experiment proved that codon variation may alter the translation kinetics, thereby changing the folding kinetics, conformation, and stability of a certain protein (Figure 3).

In silico studies have been performed in support of cotranslational protein folding and synonymous codon usage. There is evidence of computational analysis that fast translation speed can increase the probability of cotranslational protein folding. It is now important to consider the coding sequence while performing protein folding in silico. In this regard, the recently developed CSandS database is worth to consider while designing protein three-dimensional structure.

**Conclusion**

When the degeneracy in the genetic code table was discovered, several scientists were thought of redundancy in the table among the synonymous codons. However, the differential influence of synonymous codons on protein structure and function has revealed that synonymous codons are not the same in all aspects. Therefore, the genetic code table is no more believed to be redundant. The long-standing Anfinsen’s theory on protein three-dimensional structure has now been challenged. In near future, it will be interesting to explore if codon degeneracy and evolution of a protein structure are related.

The discovery of cotranslational protein folding and its linkage with codon usage in coding sequences has now suggested a few cautious notes for scientists studying protein folding and heterologous gene expression: 1) it is now a challenge for computational biologist or protein modeler who...
tries to fold protein taking the whole protein into account and do not consider the rate of the protein synthesis. Consideration of the coding sequences while performing protein folding will be important in in silico studies; 2) it is now proved that in vitro protein folding experiments may not mimic the in vivo condition. The most fundamental is that in the former, the whole protein is allowed to refold after unfolding, while inside the cell, folding is occurring along the synthesis; 3) homologous proteins in a genome with nonidentical coding sequences may not be redundant. There may be a possibility that both may carry the same function with different efficiencies or may carry different functions in extreme conditions; 4) if protein folding is dependent upon the rate at which it is translated and not on the amino acid sequence of the protein, once it is not folded well, it is difficult to fold it back. Post-translational folding to its natural conformation will not be easy; 5) heterologous expression to produce recombinant proteins will not be easy. Rate of elongation is dependent upon different physical and chemical factors such as temperature and tRNA availability. Any change in these factors is likely to affect cotranslational folding.

By the discovery of synonymous codon influencing cotranslational folding, the field of protein folding has got new impetus. It is now a challenge that lies in front of evolutionary biologists to find out which protein structures are influenced and which protein structures are not influenced by synonymous codons, which might link with synonymous diversity of a gene.

Finally, it may be noted that differential usage of synonymous mRNA variants due to variable speed of decoding on ribosome may be a sign of a “code” within the genetic code for guiding accurate cotranslational protein folding and subsequently maintenance of cellular functions.\(^7\)
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